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SUMMARY

Crossing over is a nearly universal feature of sexual
reproduction. Here, analysis of crossover numbers
on a per-chromosome and per-nucleus basis reveals
a fundamental, evolutionarily conserved feature of
meiosis: within individual nuclei, crossover fre-
quencies covary across different chromosomes. This
effect results fromper-nucleus covariation of chromo-
some axis lengths. Crossovers can promote evolu-
tionary adaptation. However, the benefit of creating
favorable new allelic combinations must outweigh
thecostofdisruptingexisting favorablecombinations.
Covariation concomitantly increases the frequencies
of gametes with especially high, or especially low,
numbers of crossovers, and thusmight concomitantly
enhance the benefits of crossing over while reducing
its costs. A four-locus population genetic model sug-
gests that such an effect can pertain in situations
where the environment fluctuates: hyper-crossover
gametes are advantageous when the environment
changes while hypo-crossover gametes are advanta-
geous in periods of environmental stasis. These
findings reveal a new feature of the basic meiotic pro-
gram and suggest a possible adaptive advantage.
INTRODUCTION

Meiosis is the specialized cellular program that yields gametes

for sexual reproduction. DNA recombination is a central feature
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of this program. Crossover (CO) recombination shuffles the al-

leles along chromosomes, leading to genetic diversity of gam-

etes and thus progeny (Bell, 1982; Veller et al., 2019). The nearly

universal occurrence of CO recombination in sexually reproduc-

ing organisms is assumed to imply a fundamental adaptive role

(Maynard Smith, 1978). However, the ability of COs to create

favorable new allelic combinations must be balanced against

their seemingly opposing ability to break apart existing combina-

tions that have been selected for. These opposing potentials are

sometimes referred to as the ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘bad’’ effects of

crossing over (Stapley et al., 2017; Otto, 2009).

In some organisms, this dilemma is addressed by alternation

between sexual and asexual reproductive lifestyles, usually

with the sexual phase involving dispersal to new environments

and/or being triggered by information that the environment is

changing (Williams, 1975; Bell, 1982). Other organisms utilize

programmed variations of sexual reproduction in which recom-

bination frequency is specifically elevated in conditions of stress,

where new genetic combinations may be beneficial (Bell, 1982).

In the general case, including obligately sexual organisms,

theoretical modeling suggests that the advantage of crossing

over comes into play in at least two ways (Sharp and Otto,

2016). First, in the long-term evolution of populations, COs can

accelerate adaptation by bringing together favorable alleles

that would otherwise compete with one another and by sepa-

rating favorable alleles from linked unfavorable alleles that other-

wise would impede the spread of the favorable alleles (Hill and

Robertson, 1966; Felsenstein, 1974; McDonald et al., 2016).

Second, in conditions where the environment fluctuates in time

or space, COs can generate previously rare (or absent) genetic

combinations that allow immediate adaptation (Williams, 1975;

Charlesworth, 1976; Maynard Smith, 1978; Sasaki and Iwasa,

1987; Hamilton et al., 1990).
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Previous studies of crossing over, beginning with classic ge-

netic analyses, primarily analyzed recombination patterns on a

per-chromosome basis. Such studies revealed not only the

occurrence of crossing over but also the phenomenon of CO

interference, a one-dimensional spatial patterning process that

results, ultimately, in even spacing of COs along each chromo-

some (Jones and Franklin, 2006). Here, we analyze CO patterns

from a different perspective: with respect to the numbers of COs

along individual chromosomes in single meiotic nuclei. Such in-

formation is provided by both cytological and DNA sequencing

approaches.

Analysis of such data reveals a new basic feature of the

meiotic recombination program: the numbers of CO-fated

recombination interactions (and thus COs) tend to covary across

different chromosomes, at higher or lower levels, within individ-

ual meiotic nuclei. Further, in accord with diverse evidences that

axis length determines recombination and CO levels (Wang

et al., 2017; see below), the proximate basis for this effect is anal-

ogous per-nucleus covariation of different chromosome axis

lengths. Since chromosome axis length is known to be deter-

mined by chromatin loop length (e.g., Wang et al., 2017; see

below), global loop-length modulation could underlie global

modulation of CO frequencies.

Per-nucleusCOcovariation results inanoverdisperseddistribu-

tion of total CO levels per nucleus. The practical consequence of

this effect is to elevate the frequencies of nuclei, and thereafter

gametes, that contain either very many or very few COs, coordi-

nately on all chromosomes. This outcome triggered the idea that

COcovariationmight increase the ability ofCOs topromote evolu-

tionary adaptation. Both hyper- and hypo-CO gametes would be

available, at all times, to provide either more or less genetic shuf-

fling according to the dictates of the circumstances. Using a four-

locus population geneticmodel, we provide support for this adap-

tive advantage of CO covariation across a range of situations in

which the environment fluctuates: hyper-CO gametes are advan-

tageous when the environment changes while hypo-CO gametes

are advantageous in periods of environmental stasis. These find-

ings suggest that CO covariation, an intrinsic feature of the basic

meiotic chromosomal program and apparently common to most

sexual organisms, has the potential to increase the power of

crossing over to enhance evolutionary adaptation.

Per-Nucleus Analysis of COs
Twomethodologies can define the numbers and positions of CO

events along each chromosome (bivalent) in individual meiotic

nuclei: (1) cytological analysis and (2) DNA sequencing. (1) At

the pachytene stage of meiotic prophase, the axes of homolo-

gous chromosomes are linked at �100 nm along their lengths

by a ‘‘pairing structure,’’ the synaptonemal complex (SC). In

spread chromosomal preparations subjected to immunofluores-

cent staining, the positions of all CO events, along each individ-

ual SC, are specifically marked by foci of particular proteins, e.g.,

MLH1 or Hei10-T3, as defined formany different organisms (e.g.,

Figures 1, S1C, and S1D). Cytological analyses can analogously

define the numbers of foci that mark the sites of early recombi-

nation intermediates (e.g., replication protein A [RPA] or Hei10-

T2; Figures S1A and S1B) as well as underlying SC lengths in

the same nuclei at both the CO and early intermediate stages.
(2) DNA sequence analysis has been applied only to a few organ-

isms thus far. Data suitable for per-nucleus analysis are available

from human female, where numbers and positions of COs along

all chromosomes in individual nuclei are known for the egg and

the two polar bodies of individual oocytes (Hou et al., 2013;

Ottolini et al., 2015) and from individual human male sperm (Lu

et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012), which can be related to per-nu-

cleus data (see below).

CO-associated cytologically defined foci accurately report

final CO numbers. Where tested, their average number corre-

sponds well to the average number of COs, detected either by

DNA sequence analysis or as the number of chiasmata (the cyto-

logical manifestations of COs seen at diplotene). For example,

analyses of human male report average numbers of 49.1 MLH1

foci (Gruhn et al., 2013;Wang et al., 2017), 49.6 chiasmata (Laurie

and Hultén, 1985), 50.7 COs (sperm sequencing, Lu et al., 2012),

and�50 COs (pedigree studies such as HapMap, deCODE etc.;

further discussions in Marcon and Moens, 2003; De Muyt et al.,

2014; Anderson et al., 2014). This agreement reflects the fact

that the period when CO foci are present is long lived and the

number of foci remains stable throughout different substages

(e.g., Marcon and Moens, 2003; De Muyt et al., 2014). Corre-

spondingly, our analyses of DNA sequence data and CO focus

data yield the same results (see below).

The Distribution of Total COs per Nucleus Is
Overdispersed Relative to the Hypothesis of
Independence across Chromosomes
Previous analyses by several methods show that the total num-

ber of CO events per nucleus varies significantly from one

nucleus to another (e.g., Wang et al., 2017; Lynn et al., 2004;

Sun et al., 2006; Ruiz-Herrera et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2012; Hou

et al., 2013) (Figure 1A, left versus right; Table S1; see below).

Such variability could simply reflect intrinsic variability in the

numbers of COs on different chromosomes as determined inde-

pendently on those different chromosomes (hereafter ‘‘intrinsic

variation’’). To investigate this possibility, we asked whether

the experimental distribution of COs per nucleus corresponded

to that predicted if all variation resulted from independent vari-

ability on different chromosomes. To do so, we pooled all of

the bivalents analyzed in experimental data, separately for

each chromosome, and then created artificial nuclei ‘‘in silico,’’

each containing one bivalent of each chromosome drawn at

random from the corresponding pool (STAR Methods). Analysis

of human male data shows that the per-nucleus CO numbers

observed experimentally vary much more widely than predicted

from the artificial nuclei assembled in silico by the ‘‘hypothesis of

independence,’’ with coefficients of variation (CVs) of 0.1 and

0.05, respectively (Figures 1B and 1C, top, blue versus red; Fig-

ure S1E). As a result, the observed percentages of nuclei that

contain either more or fewer COs are both substantially greater

than those predicted by the hypothesis of independence for in

silico nuclei (Figure 1C, top, blue versus red; bottom, blue and

orange). For human male, hyper- and hypo-CO nuclei each

comprise �16% of the total. We define the sum of these

percentages, �32% in human male, as the ‘‘variability index’’

(VI) (Figure 1D, data and corresponding best-fit normal distribu-

tions ‘‘dist̂̂’’; Figure S1F). The VI provides a useful quantitative
Cell 177, 326–338, April 4, 2019 327
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Figure 1. Per-Nucleus Analysis of COs

(A) Human male pachytene nuclei immunostained

for synaptonemal complex (SYCP1; red), CO

recombination complexes (MLH1; yellow) and

centromeres (CREST; blue) for 22 autosomes.

Nuclei with longer axes and more COs (left) or

shorter axes and fewer COs (right) are illustrated.

Images provided by F. Sun. Scale bars, 10 mm.

See also Figures S1A–S1D.

(B–G) Overdispersed distribution of total COs per

nucleus and resultant hyper- and hypo-CO nuclei.

(B andC, top). Experimental distribution of totalCO

number per nucleus in human male pachytene

nuclei (blue; n = 755) is compared with the distri-

bution predicted if COs were determined inde-

pendently on different chromosomes (the hypoth-

esis of independence for in silico nuclei; text; red).

Solid lines are best-fit normal distributions (C top;

details in Figure S2A). The difference between

these two distributions defines the frequencies of

hypo- and hyper-CO nuclei (C bottom; blue, or-

ange).

(D) The sum of the frequencies of hypo-CO (blue)

and hyper-CO (orange) nuclei is defined as the

variability index (VI), determined from the data

(left) and the corresponding normal distributions

(right; Figure S2A).

(E and G, left) Comparisons as in (B) for COs in the

five indicated organisms. **Female data come

from DNA sequencing.

(F and G, right) Comparisons as in (B), (D), and (E)

for early intermediates in the two indicated or-

ganisms. ##Data are available only for chromo-

somes 13, 14, 15, 21, and 22.

Data sources and details of statistical analysis are

given in STAR Methods. For human male, Sor-

daria, tomato, tiger, elephant shrew, and human

female at CO stages, and human male and Sor-

daria at early intermediate stages, n = 755, 94,

111, 59, 63, 69, 36, and 26, respectively. Error

bars indicate SD (B, E, and F) or SE (D and G).

See also Figures S1, S2, and S3.
indicator of the magnitude of this effect. These various effects

are observed for nuclei from several different individuals, indi-

cating that they are a common general feature of human male

meiosis (Figures S1E and S1F).

The same overdispersion seen in human male is observed in

several other organisms as defined by CO focus data for two
328 Cell 177, 326–338, April 4, 2019
other mammals (tiger and elephant

shrew), the higher plant tomato, and the

filamentous fungus Sordaria, and by

DNA sequence data for ‘‘meiotic tetrads’’

in human female (Figures 1E, 1G, and

S2A). All datasets exhibit: (1) a signifi-

cantly higher CV for total COs per nucleus

in experimental data as compared to

those predicted for the hypothesis of in-

dependence from in silico nuclei; (2) VIs

ranging from 20% to 50%; and (3) roughly

equal numbers of hyper- and hypo-CO
nuclei. These effects thus appear to be an evolutionarily

conserved feature of the basic meiotic program.

Per-Nucleus Covariation of COs
Overdispersion in the distribution of COs per nucleus directly im-

plies that the numbers of COs on different chromosomes tend to



Figure 2. Experimental Documentation of per-Nucleus Covariation of COs

(A and B) For the six organisms analyzed for COs in Figure 1, the numbers of CO foci in single individual nuclei are correlated for two matched groups of

chromosomes (e.g., odd versus even chromosomes in A, left) and on pairs of individual chromosomes for all possible combinations (B).

(C) Human male nuclei with high, medium, and low total CO numbers exhibit the same hierarchy for all 22 autosomes.

(D) For the two organisms analyzed for early intermediates in Figure 1, the numbers of early intermediate foci in single individual nuclei are correlated for two

matched groups of chromosomes.

(E) Simulations (STARMethods) confirm that stronger per-nucleuscovariation ofCOs gives increased variation in the total number ofCOsper nucleus (definedbyCV).

Sample sizes as in Figure 1. Error bars = SE (A, right, and B). Data sources and details of statistical analysis are given in STAR Methods.

See also Figures S1 and S2.
covary, at higher or lower levels, within individual nuclei (Equation

1 inTable1). This tendency for covariationcanbeobservedexper-

imentally. If chromosomes of an experimental sample are divided

into two comparable groups, e.g., odd-numbered and even-

numbered autosomes (STAR Methods), the numbers of events

on bivalents in the two groups are seen to be correlated within in-

dividual nuclei (Figure 2A). Per-nucleus correlation is also seen

between (1) the numbers of events on two different individual

chromosomes (Figure 2B) and (2) the number of events on one

bivalentwith thenumber on all other bivalents in the samenucleus

(Figure S2B). Accordingly, groups of nuclei exhibiting high, inter-

mediate, or low total numbers of COs exhibit the same hierarchy

ofCO levels for everychromosome (Figure2C). Further, for human

male, the CV for COs per nucleus and the degree of covariation

between odd- and even-numbered chromosomes exhibit exactly

the predicted relationship (Figure 2E; STAR Methods).

Covariation Contributes Half or More of the Total
Variance in the Number of COs per Nucleus
The total variance of CO number per nucleus (‘‘A’’) can be

decomposed mathematically into two sources (Table 1A): the
sum of the ‘‘intrinsic variance’’ of CO numbers on each chromo-

some (‘‘B’’), and the sum of the covariances of CO numbers

across all pairs of distinct chromosomes (‘‘C’’). Values of A, B,

and C can be calculated directly from the experimental data.

The proportional contribution of CO covariance to the total

variance in CO number is given by the ratioC/A. All of the per-nu-

cleus CO datasets described above exhibit positive values for

total covariance (column C in Table 1B-I). Moreover, the contri-

bution of covariation comprises 48%–83% of the total observed

variance (C/A = 0.48–0.83; Table 1B-I) and thus is a major deter-

mining factor in all cases. (Note: the observed covariance cannot

be due to the fact that every pair of homologs almost always

acquires at least one CO [as required to ensure their regular

segregation; Introduction] because, mathematically, neither

variance nor covariance change when one CO is removed from

every bivalent.)

Interestingly, the variation in COs per nucleus is particularly

large in human female (e.g., Figure 1E; Table 1B-I). This

difference results from the fact that human female meiosis is

afflicted by a unique feature, CO maturation inefficiency

(CMI), which acts at a late stage in the recombination process
Cell 177, 326–338, April 4, 2019 329



Table 1. Analysis of Variance

A.

Var

 Xn
k = 1

COk

!
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ðAÞ

=
Xn
k = 1

VarðCOkÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðBÞ

+
X
isj

CovðCOi;COjÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðCÞ

(Equation 1)

B. Decomposition of CO Variance CV

Organism (A) = Observed

Total Variance

(B) = Variance if

Independent

(C) = Covariance (C/A) = Contribution of

Covariance to Total Variance

I. COs per nucleus

H. male 25.3 6.2 19.1 0.75 0.10

Sordaria 8.9 4.6 4.3 0.48 0.13

Tomato 11.3 4.9 6.4 0.57 0.19

Tiger 47.0 13.0 34.0 0.72 0.11

E. shrew 13.3 5.3 8.0 0.60 0.13

H. femalea 257.0 44.4 212.6 0.83 0.19

II. Early intermediates per nucleus

H. maleb 218.4 76.3 142.1 0.65 0.31

Sordaria 62.9 16.1 46.8 0.74 0.19

III. CO stage – axis length per nucleusc

H. male 19,827.1 2,541.3 17,286.4 0.87 0.16

Sordaria 56.9 11.8 45.2 0.79 0.14

Tomato 325.6 36.9 288.7 0.89 0.07

Tiger 164,804.3 13,817.4 150,987.1 0.92 0.14

E. shrew 121,045.2 29,112.1 91,933.3 0.76 0.13

IV. Early intermediate stage – axis length per nucleus

H. maleb 196.2 64.7 131.3 0.67 0.17

Sordaria 114.5 26.2 88.4 0.77 0.14

V. COs per gamete

H. male – spermsa 19.4 14.3 5.1 0.26 0.18

H. male sperms – pred. from MLH1 18.7 13.9 4.8 0.26 0.18

H. female – eggsa 79.0 28.3 50.7 0.64 0.21

H. female eggs – pred. from tetrads 85.4 32.2 53.2 0.62 0.22

(A) Equation 1: The total variance of CO number in a cell (‘‘A’’) can be decomposed into contributions from the variances for individual chromosomes

(‘‘B’’) and the covariances for pairs of chromosomes (‘‘C’’) (STARMethods). The contribution of cross-chromosome covariance to total variance isC/A.

n is the number of bivalents. (B) Values of A, B and C from Equation 1 for all analyzed datasets with respect to (I) COs; (II) Early Intermediates; (III)

Axis/SC lengths at the CO stage; (IV) Axis/SC lengths at the early intermediate stage; and (V) COs per gamete.
aFrom DNA sequence data (all other data from recombination foci).
bFor human male, RPA foci and axis/SC length data are available only for chromosomes 13, 14, 15, 21, and 22.
cFemale axis lengths at the CO stage are not available because data come from DNA sequence analysis (text).
to effectively ‘‘subtract’’ COs stochastically from the

original array set up by CO designation and interference

(Wang et al., 2017). Nonetheless, covariance is still the

predominant factor in determining total variance (C/A =

83%; Table 1B-I).

These findings are confirmed and extended by analysis of

DNA sequence data from post-prophase products of human

male and female meiosis (Table 1B-V; STAR Methods). CO

patterns in individual sperm exhibit CO covariation, at exactly

the level predicted for gametes from MLH1 focus analysis un-

der the assumption of no chromatid interference. This corre-
330 Cell 177, 326–338, April 4, 2019
spondence has three implications. (1) Prophase focus data

accurately report final CO numbers. (2) Chromatid interference

is either absent or extremely weak in human male, as has been

found in other organisms (Zhao et al., 1995; Mancera et al.,

2008) and in human female (Hou et al., 2013). (3) Covariation

set up at prophase, as seen in MLH1 focus patterns, is main-

tained essentially unaltered through gamete formation, without

any detectable influence of covariation-induced biases in the

loss of hypo- or hyper-CO gametes. These conclusions are

bolstered by the fact that, for human female, covariation

observed in gametes (eggs) is the same as that predicted for



Figure 3. Overdispersed Distribution of

Total Axis Lengths per Nucleus

(A)–(F) are exactly analogous to (B)–(G) of Figure 1

except that they pertain to axis lengths at the CO

and early intermediate stages rather than the cor-

responding recombination events. ##Data are

available only for chromosomes 13, 14, 15, 21, and

22. Sample sizes as in Figure 1. Error bars, SD (A,

D, and E) or SE (C and F).

See also Figures S1 and S2.
gametes from full prophase ‘‘tetrads,’’ each reconstituted from

an egg plus the associated first and second polar bodies (Ta-

ble 1B-V). We also note that these findings for human gametes

explain the ‘‘gamete effect’’ of Kong et al. (2002, 2014), who

observe, in sequenced human pedigrees, that the number of

COs transmitted to a given offspring is correlated across

chromosomes.

Early Recombination Intermediates Exhibit per-Nucleus
Covariation
During meiosis, CO sites are designated (with accompanying

CO interference) at early- or mid-prophase from among a

much larger array of early recombination interactions, each

set up by a corresponding initiating double-strand break

(Hunter, 2015). All of the patterns described above for

COs are also observed for these early intermediates,

as defined by analysis of RPA foci in human male and

Hei10 T2 foci in Sordaria, including (1) an overdispersed

distribution of total foci per nucleus, with high VI’s and roughly

equal numbers of hyper- and hypo-focus nuclei (Figures 1F,

1G, S1A, and S1B), (2) per-nucleus correlations in the

numbers of foci observed in two equivalent chromosome

groups (Figure 2D), and (3) positive levels of total covariance

and large contributions of covariance to total variance (Table

1B-II).
Prophase Chromosome Axis
Lengths Exhibit per-Nucleus
Covariation
Every experimental feature diagnostic of

per-nucleus covariation of COs, and

of early recombination events, is also

observed analogously for bivalent axis

(SC) lengths at the corresponding stages.

(1) Total axis lengths per nucleus are over-

dispersed, with high VIs and roughly

equal numbers of hyper- and hypo-axis

length nuclei (Figures 3, S1G, and S1H).

(2) Per-nucleus covariation is seen for

axis lengths between different groups of

chromosomes or individual chromo-

somes (Figures 4A, 4B, 4D, and S2D–

S2F), or an individual chromosome and

a chromosome group (Figure S2C).

Accordingly, groups of nuclei exhibiting

high, intermediate, or low total axis

lengths exhibit the same hierarchy of
axis lengths for every chromosome (Figure 4C). (3) Axis lengths

at both stages exhibit positive values of total covariance and

large contributions of total covariance to total variance (Table

1B-III, IV).

Per-Nucleus Covariation of Prophase Chromosome Axis
Lengths Dictates per-Nucleus CO Covariation
The axis length of an individual chromosome determines the

number of initiated recombination events (DSBs), total early

recombination interactions and, then, interference-mediated

COs. Correlations between axis length and event number are

documented in several organisms (e.g., human male and female

meiosis; Figure 1A; Kleckner et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2017).

Moreover, (1) Axis lengths are the same regardless of whether

recombination has been initiated, not initiated, or initiated at a

reduced level (Storlazzi et al., 2003; Tessé et al., 2003; Zhang

et al., 2014a, 2014c; Cole et al., 2012a). (2) Mutations in axis

components coordinately alter not only axis length but also CO

levels (Novak et al., 2008; Revenkova et al., 2004; Zhang et al.,

2014c; Fung et al., 2004; Mets and Meyer, 2009). (3) Human

male and femalemeiosis exhibit, respectively, shorter and longer

axes, and fewer and more COs but have identical recombination

processes including the density of early recombination interac-

tions per axis length and the parameters governing CO designa-

tion and interference (Wang et al., 2017).
Cell 177, 326–338, April 4, 2019 331



Figure 4. Experimental Documentation of

per-Nucleus Covariation of Axis Lengths

(A)–(D) are exactly analogous to (A)–(D) of Figure 2

except that they pertain to axis lengths at the CO

and early intermediate stages rather than the cor-

responding recombination events. Sample sizes

are as in Figure 1. Data sources and details of

statistical analysis are given in STAR Methods.

Error bars, SE (A, right, and B).

See also Figures S1 and S2.
If chromosome axis length determines the average number of

COs per bivalent, it follows directly that per-nucleus covariation

of axis lengths should determine per-nucleus covariation of COs.

In accord with this causality, per-nucleus correlation coefficients

for grouped chromosomes and the proportion of total variance

resulting from covariation (C/A, above) are both substantially

higher for axis lengths than for COs (R > 0.9 versus 0.4–0.8;

and 76%–92% versus 48%–83%, respectively [Figures 4A and

2A and Table 1B-I, III, respectively]).

Additionally, simulation of recombination patterns shows

that per-nucleus covariation of axis lengths can quantitatively

explain CO covariation. In previous work, we used this

approach to determine, for human male meiosis, the values

of all parameters that define the basic features of CO recom-

bination (e.g., the array of total early interactions and the na-

ture of CO site specification by CO designation and interfer-

ence) (Wang et al., 2017). We have now included in the

simulation algorithm two additional parameters that specify

(1) intrinsic variation in axis lengths; and (2) covariation among

axis lengths of different bivalents in the same nucleus (STAR

Methods). When the values of these two parameters are set

at the levels defined experimentally (Figures S2C–S2E and

S3A; STAR Methods), simulation of human male CO patterns

yields a nearly perfect match to experimental data with

respect to (1) the CV for the total number of COs per nucleus

(Figure 5A, green versus blue), the CV for total COs per

nucleus predicted for in silico nuclei by the hypothesis of inde-

pendence (Figure 5A, purple versus red), and the accompa-

nying percentages of hyper- and hypo-CO nuclei and the VI
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(Figure 5B); (2) the per-nucleus correla-

tion coefficients for COs in odd versus

even chromosome groups, for pairs of

individual chromosomes, and for indi-

vidual chromosomes versus a chromo-

some group (Figure 5C green versus

blue); (3) total variance, intrinsic vari-

ance, and covariance and, thus the

contribution of covariance to total vari-

ance, of COs per nucleus; and (4) previ-

ously analyzed features (Figure S3B).

Finally, in most organisms, axis lengths

are set up early in prophase where they

determine not only CO frequencies but

the frequencies of total initiating double-

strand breaks and of early intermediates,

among which a selected subset are CO
sites (Zhang et al., 2014b, 2014c; Wang et al., 2017). In accord

with this progression, covariation is also observed for early

intermediates and their corresponding axis lengths, by all

criteria (Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4; Table 1B-III, IV). By implication,

(1) covariation will apply also to gene conversion (GC) events,

which arise from all types of early intermediates but primarily

from those that yield ‘‘non-crossover’’ products (Cole et al.,

2012b), and (2) individual nuclei (and gametes) will tend to

exhibit especially high or especially low levels coordinately for

both GCs and COs.

Per-Nucleus CO Covariation Aids Evolutionary
Adaptation in a Sporadically Fluctuating Environment
Per-nucleus CO covariation has the effect of increasing

the proportions of gametes with extremely low and with

extremely high CO numbers (above). During sexual reproduc-

tion, gametes with few COs tend to lead to offspring that

are phenotypically similar to their parents, while gametes

with many COs lead to offspring with substantial phenotypic

variation. CO covariation, by elevating hypo-CO and hyper-

CO gametes, concomitantly increases the proportions of

both of these classes of offspring. At the same time, by

reducing the proportion of mid-CO gametes, it reduces the

number of offspring whose phenotypes are intermediately

different from their parents’ (Figure 6A). The effect of CO

covariation on CO levels in gametes is thus expected to

have significant consequences for the fitness of the resulting

offspring according to the environment(s) in which they find

themselves.



Figure 5. Simulation Analysis Shows that

Intrinsic Variation and Covariation of Axis

Lengths Can Quantitatively Explain per-

Nucleus Covariation of COs in Human Male

(A–C) Recombination event patterns were pre-

dicted by an enhanced simulation analysis that

parameterizes both intrinsic variation and covari-

ation of chromosome axis lengths (text; STAR

Methods). For human male COs, simulation using

the experimentally defined values for both of these

parameters perfectly predicts all experimentally

observed features including the CV of total COs

per nucleus (A, green versus blue) and the three

per-nucleus correlations in CO numbers on grouped and/or individual chromosomes as described in Figures 2A, 2B, and S2B (C, green versus blue). Moreover,

simulation using the experimentally defined axis variation but zero axis-length covariation perfectly predicts the outcome of the ‘‘hypothesis of independence’’

(text) (A, purple versus red). Correspondingly, predicted levels of hyper-CO (orange) and hypo-CO (blue) nuclei and the corresponding VI exactly match those

defined from experimental data (B). Data sources and details of statistical analysis are given in STAR Methods. Error bars, SD (A) or SE (B and C).

See also Figures S1, S2, and S3.
Covariation Is Predicted to Confer an Advantage in a

Fluctuating Environment

One circumstance in which CO covariation could potentially

confer an advantage is where a species experiences occasional

fluctuations in its environment, across time or space. Such envi-

ronmental fluctuations, either biotic or abiotic, are faced by the

majority of species (Williams, 1975). If the environment does

not change between a parental generation and an offspring gen-

eration, then selection will tend to favor offspring that are similar

to their parents, whose phenotypes (and perhaps those of their

parents, etc.) were tried and tested in the same environment

(Figure 6B). In this situation, the fittest offspring are likely to be

enriched for those produced from hypo-CO gametes (Figure 6A);

this will favor parents whose gametes exhibited CO covariation.

If, instead, the environment changes between the parental and

offspring generations, then selection will shift to favoring a

phenotype different from that favored in the parental generation

and thus can favor new genetic combinations produced by

crossing over. If the environmental shift is large, the fittest

offspring will tend to be enriched for those with many new ge-

netic combinations (Figure 6C). This again will favor parents

who exhibited CO covariation, due to their elevated levels of

hyper-CO gametes (Figure 6A). This selection for hyper-CO

gametes will be stronger, the more severe the environmental

change. Only in the case where the environmental changes,

but the change is mild, can mid-CO gametes be favored (Fig-

ure 6D), and, thus, CO covariation disfavored (Figure 6A).

Population Genetic Modeling Defines the Advantage of

Covariation in a Fluctuating Environment

To investigate the above logic more formally, we have con-

structed aminimal population geneticmodel of selection in a fluc-

tuating environment (full details in STAR Methods). For conve-

nience, the model organism is a unisexual haploid, and sexual

reproduction occurs by the fusion of two individuals, followed

by meiosis. To allow for CO covariation across chromosomes,

four loci are considered—one pair of loci on each of two different

chromosomes—with alleles A/a and B/b, and C/c and D/d,

respectively. In a given generation, there is a favored combination

of alleles on each chromosome: e.g., AB and ab on chromo-

some 1, and CD and cd on chromosome 2. (This symmetry—

e.g., if aB is favored then so is Ab—ensures that polymorphism
is maintained at all loci, and thus allows us to focus directly on

the effect of recombination without having to worry about drastic

swings in the frequencies of particular alleles (e.g., Charlesworth,

1976; Sasaki and Iwasa, 1987)). The favored combination of

alleles remains constant in periods of environmental stasis and

changes to a different combination after the environment

changes.

Our general strategy was to simulate separately and then

compare the evolutionary dynamics of a population that exhibits

no CO covariation between the two locus pairs and of a popula-

tion that does exhibit CO covariation (full recursion equations

provided in STAR Methods). In each simulation, we calculated

the average growth rate (geometric mean fitness) of the popula-

tion across 107 generations. For a given comparison, if the pop-

ulation employing CO covariation has a higher average growth

rate than the population employing noCOcovariation, we expect

that CO covariation would usually outcompete no covariation in

a population mixed for the two strategies (Karlin and McGre-

gor, 1974).

Simulations were carried out over a range of values of five

specified parameters. (1) A baseline rate of recombination

between each locus pair, r. This rate is chosen arbitrarily, recog-

nizing that the recombination rate between each locus pair could

have evolved for reasons other than, or in addition to, environ-

mental fluctuations (e.g., alleviation of Hill-Robertson interfer-

ence). (2) The level of covariation of COs at the two locus

pairs, K, which ranges from 0 (no covariation) to 1 (maximal

covariation). (3) The average period of environmental fluctua-

tions, T generations. Specifically, in each generation, there is a

probability 1/T that the environment changes. (4) The probability

p that, when the environment does change, the newly favored

allele combination changes on both chromosomes (e.g., from

AB/ab and CD/cd to Ab/aB and Cd/cD). 1 – p is then the proba-

bility that the newly favored allele combination changes on only

one of the two chromosomes (each equally likely). (5) The

strength of selection, s, defined as the relative selective advan-

tage of the fittest genotype over the least fit genotype.

We focused primarily on a selection scenario where only those

offspring that are best genetically equipped for their environment

are likely tosurviveand reproduce.Thisscenarioapplies to thema-

jority of extant species, and likely also to those ancestral species in
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Figure 6. Mathematical Modeling Demonstrates the Evolutionary Advantage of Crossover Covariation

(A) CO covariation causes an overproduction of hypo-CO and hyper-CO gametes, which, respectively, increase the frequencies of offspring with trait values very

close to, and very far from, the parental value.

(B) When the environment does not change, offspring with trait values near the parental value are favored, and thus covariation is favored.

(C) When the environment changes substantially, offspring with trait values far from the parental value become favored, and thus covariation is again favored.

(D) Only when the environment changes a little is covariation disfavored.

(E) The selective advantage of covariation is revealed formally in a four locus population genetic model with a fluctuating environment. CO covariation enjoys a

selective advantage in all scenarios. The selective advantage of covariation increases with p, the probability that each environmental change favors hyper-CO

gametes with COs between both locus pairs. However, covariation is favored even when p = 0, so that environmental changes always favor gametes with a CO

between only one locus pair, and thus always disfavor covariation. Here, the benefit of covariation derives from its overproduction of hypo-CO gametes in the

periods of stasis between environmental changes.

(F) Consistent with this logic, when p = 0, the advantage of covariation grows as the average period of stasis, T, grows.

(G) The advantage to covariation increases monotonically with the degree of covariation.

See also Figures S4, S5, and S6.
which the basic features of sex and recombination evolved

(Williams, 1975). In this case, across a wide range of parameter

specifications, the population employing CO covariation virtually

always enjoys a higher average growth rate than the population

without CO covariation. Moreover, the advantage of covariation

increases as the degree of covariation increases (Figure 6E,

grayscale; Figures 6F, red versus blue; Figures 6G and S4C).

These findings provide a proof of principle that CO covariation
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can be evolutionarily advantageous in populations faced with

fluctuating environments.Weobtain similar results when selection

is more even across genotypes (multiplicative across chromo-

somes) (Figure S5). However, in the opposite case to that we

have focused on, where selection acts so that all but the very

least fit reproduce, the results are more equivocal, with CO

covariation sometimes being advantageous, and sometimes not

(Figure S6).



Additional findings support our specific prediction that the

advantage of covariation derives from its elevation of both

hyper- and hypo-CO gametes, due to their different advantages

in changed or static conditions, respectively. Consistent with

this, (1) the advantage of CO covariation tends to be larger

when environmental shifts more often alter the favored genetic

combinations at both locus pairs; i.e., when p is larger (Figures

6E andS4A). Intuitively, this canbe understood as the casewhere

environmental changes are often large (Figure 6C), with the pos-

itive effects of covariation in creating new combinations coordi-

nately on two (or more) chromosomes resulting from elevation

of hyper-CO gametes (Figure 6A). (2) However: the advantage

of CO covariation is also apparent at low values of p (Figure 6E).

In the extreme case of p = 0, a change in the environment always

favors recombination at only one locus pair. Intuitively, this corre-

sponds to the case where environmental shifts are always small

(Figure 6D). In this case, environmental changes always disfavor

CO covariation because small environmental shifts select for

mid-CO gametes (in our model, 1 CO; Figures 6A and 6D). There-

fore, we infer that covariation’s advantage in the case of small p

must derive from a benefit conferred in the periods of stasis

between environmental changes, and, specifically, fromoverpro-

duction of hypo-CO gametes in these periods (Figures 6A and

6B). This interpretation is directly supported by an additional

finding: when p = 0, the advantage of CO covariation is typically

greater if the average period of stasis between environmental

changes, T, is longer (Figures 6F and S4B).

To more comprehensively study the effects of the various

parameters on the evolutionary success of CO covariation, we

focused on a simple specification of the model where, when

the environment changes, a new set of favored alleles is

selected, with all of the alternative combinations being equally

likely. Under this specification, we find again that CO covariation

typically improves the average population growth rate relative to

no CO covariation. The size of this advantage (1) is monotonic

in the degree of CO covariation (Figures 6G and S4C); (2) tends

to increase with the average period between environmental

changes, T, unless selection is very strong (Figure S4D);

and (3) increases with the strength of selection (Figure S4E).

DISCUSSION

Here, we identify a fundamental new feature of meiotic re-

combination: per-nucleus CO covariation. This feature is

evolutionarily conserved, as seen by documentation in three

mammals, a higher plant, and a fungus. The existence of per-

nucleus CO covariation raises two general questions. What is

the mechanism? And what is its significance? We have begun

to provide answers to both questions.

Mechanism
We show that the proximate basis for per-nucleus covariation of

COs is analogous per-nucleus covariation of chromosome axis

lengths. This conclusion is concordant with, and a direct

extension of, diverse evidences that chromosome axis length

determines CO number, as documented above. What could

determine CO axis length? It has been shown that the density

of chromatin loops along prophase chromosome axes is evolu-
tionarily conserved (Kleckner, 2006). This feature, in turn, directly

implies that axis length and chromatin loop length are inversely

related. Correspondingly, longer/shorter axes in correlation

with shorter or longer loops have been documented in a number

of situations: in the two sexes of a given organism (including

human) (Gruhn et al., 2013; Tease and Hultén, 2004), domainally

in heterochromatin versus euchromatin in tomato (e.g., Stack

et al., 2009), and in the PAR region of mammalian X and Y chro-

mosomes (Kauppi et al., 2011). Further, in mouse, deletion of a

single meiotic axis component, smc1b, is sufficient to confer

shorter chromosome axes and correspondingly larger chromatin

loops (Novak et al., 2008; Revenkova et al., 2004). These obser-

vations imply that global modulation of loop length is a general

mechanism for determining chromosome axis length and, there-

fore, the number of COs per chromosome (see discussion in

Wang et al., 2017). Thus, in the present case, per-nucleus covari-

ation of CO numbers could be a natural consequence of global

determination of chromatin loop size.

Significance for Evolution
The distribution of total COs per nucleus, as observed experi-

mentally, is significantly broader than that predicted if CO

numbers were specified independently on different chromo-

somes, and this difference is driven by covariation of CO number

across chromosomes within nuclei. As a direct consequence,

CO covariation significantly increases the frequencies of nuclei

(and thus gametes) that have especially high or especially low

levels of COs, coordinately on all chromosomes. We reasoned

that this feature might increase the ability of COs to promote

evolutionary adaptation: on the one hand, hyper-CO gametes

would be available when new genetic combinations are needed

for adaptation; on the other hand, hypo-CO gametes would be

available when it is more advantageous to retain ancestral,

well-evolved combinations. The question then arises: in which

specific situation(s) would the increased availability of these

two types of gametes confer a selective advantage?

We further reasoned that covariation could be advantageous

in a fluctuating environment. More hyper-CO gametes would

be available for times of environmental change, when new ge-

netic combinations become favored, and more hypo-CO would

be available for periods of stasis, when the environment is not

changing and creation of new combinations by crossing over

would tend to be deleterious. Population genetic modeling

provides support for the validity of these predictions. In sce-

narios where environmental changes are separated by periods

of stasis, covariation significantly increases mean fitness, in pro-

portion to the degree of covariation, and over a wide range of

parameter specifications. Moreover, details of the observed ef-

fects provide specific evidence that covariation is favorable via

its elevations of both hyper-CO and hypo-CO gametes (above).

This analysis provides an initial proof of principle that CO

covariation can be advantageous in fluctuating environments,

as probably faced by all species (Williams, 1975). If so, CO

covariation expands the power of meiotic recombination to

promote evolutionary adaptation. We note that while our evolu-

tionary argument suggests an adaptive advantage of CO covari-

ation via its effect on the variance of COnumber across gametes,

it applies more broadly to any source of such variance. It
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therefore suggests a general evolutionary explanation for the

substantial intra-individual variance in CO number observed in

many species (e.g., Ruiz-Herrera et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017).

COs have diverse roles in adaptation, whose relative contribu-

tions to the evolutionary maintenance of recombination are

much debated (e.g., Felsenstein, 1974; Williams, 1975; Maynard

Smith, 1978; Bell, 1982; Barton, 1995; Barton and Charlesworth,

1998; Otto, 2009). Importantly, by the logic above, CO covaria-

tion will aid in the response to environmental fluctuations even

if other factors are the predominant reasons for the maintenance

of COs. We note, however, that the model we employed is, by

necessity, highly simplified, ignoring a number of biological

complexities that could plausibly affect the degree to which

CO covariation is advantageous, e.g., analysis of only four loci,

inclusion of only two chromosomes, and a limited number of

environmental fluctuation regimes (STAR Methods). In addition,

a more direct demonstration of the advantage of CO covariation

in our model would involve competing alleles at a fifth, unlinked

‘‘modifier’’ locus, the alleles at which have no direct effect on

fitness but influence the level of CO covariation among the other

four loci. Future studies can address these complexities.

We also note that Hadany and Beker (2003) argue that it is

favorable for low-fitness individuals to recombine their genomes

substantially, but not for high-fitness individuals to do so. Such

‘‘fitness associated recombination’’ is directly apparent when

high recombination is induced by, or associated with, environ-

mental change (Introduction) but is also mirrored in the situation

described here, where environmental change reduces the fitness

of currently common genotypes while environmental stasis

maintains the fitness dominance of common genotypes.

Additional advantages of CO covariation can also be consid-

ered. First, we note that chromosomes lacking even a single

CO are prone to mis-segregation (Zickler and Kleckner, 1999).

CO covariation does not confer an overall increase in the fre-

quency of chromosomes lacking a CO, which is a function of

the basic mechanism by which meiotic CO patterns are deter-

mined (Zhang et al., 2014b, 2014c; White et al., 2017). However,

it does tend to bundle zero-CO chromosomes into a smaller

fraction of nuclei (e.g., Wang et al., 2017) and will thereby

decrease the overall probability that a nucleus will exhibit aber-

rant segregation(s) at Meiosis I. This effect, while small, repre-

sents an effective additional benefit of covariation.

Second, while we have focused here on scenarios involving

short-term effects of recombination in a fluctuating environment,

it is not impossible thatCOcovariationmight alsobebeneficial for

longer-term evolution, even in stable environments. Laboratory

evolution experiments show that, under constant environmental

conditions, population fitness increases over time, seemingly

without bound, as new beneficial mutations (and combinations

of mutations) continually arise and are incorporated (e.g., Wiser

et al., 2013). In this case, it is the ‘‘allelic environment’’ of the

organism that is constantly changing over time.Correspondingly,

it is possible that, in some regimes, in thepresence of covariation,

hyper-COgameteswill increase the rates atwhich independently

arising favorable mutations become linked and favorable

mutations become separated from linked deleterious ones (Intro-

duction), whereas hypo-CO gametes will keep new mutations

together once they have become linked.
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Third, when DNA is introgressed, via hybridization, from the

genome of one species into another’s, introgressed genes that

are incompatible with the recipient genome are purged by purify-

ing selection. This process also removes introgressed DNA

surrounding the incompatible genes, with larger blocks removed

in regions of low recombination. Higher recombination thus

causes finer ‘‘trimming,’’ allowing greater retention of intro-

gressed DNA that is neutral or beneficial (Brandvain et al.,

2014; Schumer et al., 2018; Edelman et al., 2018; Martin et al.,

2019). Introgression and purging, like CO covariation, are

genome-wide events, and the timescale of purging is short—

on the order of a few generations (Harris and Nielsen 2016;

Schumer et al., 2018). After a pulse of introgression, hypo-CO

gametes are expected to be favorable if there are many incom-

patible genes and few beneficial genes in the introgressed

DNA, since hypo-CO gametes allow rapid purging of many large

blocks of introgressed DNA. Under this scenario, CO covariation

would speed the purging of incompatibilities by providing an

excess of hypo-CO gametes. If, on the other hand, introgressed

DNA harbors many beneficial new genes, then hyper-CO gam-

etes will be favorable in rapidly unlinking these beneficial genes

from linked incompatible genes, so that a greater number of

beneficial genes can be retained in the recipient species’

genome.

We also note that CO covariation is of general significance for

population genetic modeling. Classic population models that

probe the evolutionary advantages of recombination mostly

involve only two loci, although multi-locus models have been

developed to understand genomic evolution and the evolution

of recombination (e.g., Hamilton et al., 1990; Charlesworth

et al., 1993; Barton, 1995; Lenormand, 2003; Otto and Nuismer,

2004). Since CO covariation appears to be conserved across

eukaryotes, future multi-locus population genetic models must

take this phenomenon into account if they are to be empirically

realistic.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and Algorithms

Beam-Film Applications Zhang et al., 2014b https://app.box.com/s/hv91q2nrtq0cp9n8iy9m

MATLAB MathWorks N/A

GraphPad Prism GraphPad Software, Inc. N/A

Other

Data used in this paper See ‘‘Data Sources and Availability’’ N/A
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

No cell culture was used in this work.

CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to Nancy Kleckner at kleckner@fas.harvard.edu.

METHOD DETAILS

Data acquisition
Methodology for acquisition of analyzed data are given in primary references as follows: Human data are from refs. Gruhn et al., 2013;

Sun et al., 2006; Oliver-Bonet et al., 2007; Lian et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2012; Hou et al., 2013 (provided by T. Hassold, F. Sun, M. Oliver-

Bonet and S. Xie, respectively). Tomato data are from refs. Lhuissier et al., 2007 and Anderson et al., 2014; Sordaria data are from

ref. De Muyt et al., 2014 and provided by D. Zickler; Tiger and elephant shrew data are from ref. Segura et al., 2013 and provided

by A. Ruiz-Herrera. All data are aggregated for easy access in Table S1.

Co-variation analysis
(Figures 2, 4, 5, and S2) Co-variations of chromosome axis lengths or CO numbers were quantified by Pearson’s linear correlation

coefficient between individual chromosome pairs (Figures 2B, 4B, 5C, S2D, and S2E), between two chromosome groups (e.g.,

Figures 2A, 2D, 4A, 4D, and 5C) and also between one chromosome and all the rest of chromosomes in the nucleus (Figures S2B

and S2C). For correlation analysis between two chromosome groups, each group is assigned the same numbers of chromosomes

if the organism has an even number of chromosomes, or one group is assigned onemore chromosome than the other if the organism

has an odd number of chromosomes. The same method is also used to analyze the correlations between axis lengths and the

numbers of recombination events (Figure S2G).

Coefficient of variation analysis
(Figures 1, 2, 3, 5, S1, and S2; Table 1) The observed distribution of CO numbers or axis lengths was plotted with the assistance of

GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, Inc.) and quantified by the coefficient of variation (CV) which is the quotient of the standard

deviation to the mean.

Variability index analysis
(Figures 1, 3, 5, S1, and S2) The total number of recombination events per nucleus observed experimentally varies much more

broadly than predicted based on the hypothesis of independence across chromosomes within nuclei (Text and below), with more

nuclei having higher recombination and also more nuclei having less recombination. Both distributions are well fit by a normal

distribution. The percentages of nuclei with more recombination and with less recombination can be easily calculated by directly

comparing the observed and the predicted distributions of COs per nucleus (or the corresponding best-fit normal distribution curves)

(Figure 1C). We name this empirically useful parameter the ‘‘variability index’’ (VI; Figures 1D, 1G, 5B, S1F, and S2A). The variability

index for axis length is calculated according to the same method (Figures 3B, 3C, 3F, and S1H).
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Sorting bivalents randomly into single nuclei
(Figures 1, 3, 5, S1, and S2) For experimental data, for each chromosome, the bivalents from all analyzed nuclei were pooled. For

simulated data, the population of simulated bivalents for each chromosome was similarly pooled. For each pseudo nucleus one

bivalent was randomly picked from each of the pools corresponding to the different chromosomes in the organism in question

(e.g., for human male, each of the 22 pools corresponding to the 22 autosomes). By doing this, each bivalent in a pseudo nucleus

is completely independent of all of the other bivalents in that same nucleuswith respect to both its CO number and axis length. Impor-

tantly, this random sorting does not alter the degree of variation, across nuclei, of CO number and axis length for a given chromosome

(not shown).

Best-fit simulations for CO patterns
(Figures 5 and S3) Best-fit simulations used in this studywere done by a programdeveloped based on the beam-filmmodel (a.k.a. the

‘‘fill-in-the-holes’’ model). Both the model and the program/simulations have already been described in detail (Zhang et al., 2014b,

2014c; White et al., 2017; Kleckner et al., 2004). The program written in MATLAB is available at https://app.box.com/s/

hv91q2nrtq0cp9n8iy9m.

The beam-film model was originally proposed to explain the CO designation process. Briefly, in this model, given an array of CO

precursors on each chromosome, under a certain level of COdesignation driving force, themost sensitive COprecursor will be desig-

nated to be a CO, which will be developed into a real CO after a complicated biochemical process. An inhibition signal (interference)

will automatically emanate from the designation site immediately when it is designated and will then spread out along the chromo-

some in both directions. The inhibition signal will decrease the probability that another CO precursor can be designated, thus

decreasing CO occurrence in the region around the CO-designation site. If another CO designation (and thus CO) occurs it will

most likely occur far away from prior CO (designation) sites. These effects automatically generate the classical phenomenon of inter-

ference. In this process, as long as the driving force for CO-designation is strong enough (which would be tuned evolutionarily), it can

ensure each chromosome obtains at least one CO (the ‘‘obligatory’’ CO). When the number of precursors is increased or decreased,

the number of CO designations (thus COs) changes, but less than proportionately. This is the phenomenon of CO homeostasis, the

strength of which has been shown to depend on the strength of CO interference (Wang et al., 2015). This effect occurs essentially

because the chance that a given precursor will be affected by a spreading interference signal from a nearby CO-designation will

be lesser or greater at lower and higher precursor densities.

Three types of parameters must be specified for best-fit simulations (White et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2014b).

(1) Precursor parameters. Undifferentiated pre-CO recombination interactions are known as ‘‘precursors.’’ The array of precur-

sors on each bivalent is specified by: (i) the average number of precursors per bivalent (N); (ii) the extent to which precursor

numbers vary among different nuclei (B) and (iii) the extent to which precursors are either randomly spaced, or tend to be

evenly spaced, on each bivalent, given by parameter (E). Overall, the values of these precursor parameters define the positions

of each precursor on each bivalent in the sample population.

(2) CO patterning/designation parameters. For a given precursor, whether it can be designated to be a potential CO or not de-

pends on the balance of the designation driving force at this precursor site at themoment of CO-designation and the sensitivity

of that particular precursor to that driving force. The maximum possible CO designation driving force is given by (Smax). The

distribution of intrinsic precursor sensitivities is defined by a parameter (A). Finally, the effective strength of the CO designation

driving force at a particular position at a particular point in the overall CO designation process will be attenuated by the effects

of any CO interference signal that has spread across that position from nearby positions, at that particular time. The CO inter-

ference signal nucleated at one CO-designation site will dissipate with distance away from that site (exponentially, by the

model) and the distance over which that dissipation occurs is given by a parameter (L). In a given simulation, to enable sequen-

tial CO-designations, the CO designation driving force is progressively increased, up to the level specified by Smax. Precursor

sites thus undergo CO-designation in relation to the combined effects of their intrinsic sensitivities and the strength of the CO

designation driving force as modulated by interference according to the parameter (L). These parameters will define each CO

designation site (and thus each CO), on each bivalent in the sample population (usually 5000 bivalents total).

(3) CO maturation efficiency (M). Normally a CO designation site will develop into a completed CO after a complicated biochem-

ical process. However any defects that occur after CO designation and before completion of the process will decrease the

probability of a designation site becoming a CO. The probability that a CO-designation will escape such a defect and become

a completed CO is the maturation efficiency (M). M = 1 in most cases, but can be less than 1 in other cases (e.g., Wang

et al., 2017).

The best-fit parameters were first obtained for each of 22 autosomes without axis length variation as described previously (Wang

et al., 2017). (1) Axis length variation was mimicked by mixing two such subpopulations obtained at different axis lengths, one with

20% longer, and the other one with 20% shorter, than the average in the experimental population. Because the number of CO pre-

cursors scales with axis length (Zhang et al., 2014b, 2014c) (above), precursor numbers used in the two subpopulations were also

adjusted according to axis lengths. Moreover, the interference distance L was also adjusted to keep the same interference distance

(in microns) in the two subpopulations. Other parameters are the same for the two subpopulations, being the best-fit parameters for
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the single population without axis length variation. After these adjustments, the total population obtained by combining the two

sub-populations has the same axis length variation as observed in the experimental data. (2) The experimental data showed that

the correlations between individual chromosome axis lengths is �0.65. To mimic this, for each of the 22 simulated autosomes,

�35% of simulated chromosomes from each of the two subpopulations were randomly extracted, mixed and then randomized.

This decreased the correlation level for the whole populations to �0.65.

Predicting CO numbers in gametes
Studies have shown that there is no/little chromatid interference during meiotic recombination (e.g., Zhao et al., 1995; Mancera et al.,

2008). If so, a CO formed between any two nonsister chromatids does not affect the usage of those chromatids by any other COs in

the same nucleus. Thus, each CO on a bivalent will be randomly allocated to two nonsister chromatids (thus gametes). Thus, CO

patterns on each chromosome in each gamete can be predicted.

Decomposing total variance of COs per nucleus
Let X be the random variable ‘‘number of COs in a prophase nucleus,’’ and Xk be the random variable ‘‘number of crossovers on

chromosome k in a prophase nucleus’’ (there are n chromosomes in the haploid set). Then we have the decomposition

VarðXÞ|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
Ap

=Var

 Xn
k = 1

Xk

!
=
Xn
k =1

VarðXkÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Bp

+
X
isj

CovðXi;XjÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Cp

: (2)
A is the total variance of CO number in prophase nuclei (subsc
p ript p for ‘‘prophase’’), Bp is the contribution to Ap from intrinsic

variability of CO number on individual chromosomes, and Cp is the contribution to Ap from CO covariation across chromosomes.

Now let Y be the random variable ‘‘number of COs in a gamete.’’ Assuming no chromatid interference, COs are binomially sampled

from prophase nuclei into gametes. Therefore, conditional on X, Y is binomially distributed with parameters X and 1/2. In particular,

E½Y jX�=X=2 and VarðY jXÞ=X=4:

To find the unconditional variance of Y, we use the law of total variance:

VarðYÞ=VarXðE½Y jX�Þ+ EX ½VarðY jXÞ�=VarXðX=2Þ+ EX ½X=4�=VarðXÞ
4

+
E½X�
4

: (3)

The first term is the contribution to the variance of gamete CO number that is due to variance in prophase CO number, and the

second term is the extra noise from random (binomial) sorting of prophase COs into gametes.

We want to decompose Var(Y) analogously to how we decomposed Var(X)—into a component due to ‘‘intrinsic’’ noise and a

component due to CO covariation. Clearly, CO covariation in gametes can only systematically derive from CO covariation in

prophase nuclei (again, assuming no chromatid interference), and so the appropriate partition of Var(Y) is:

Ag =VarðYÞ=VarðXÞ
4

+
E½X�
4

=
Ap +X

4
=
Bp +Cp +X

4
=
Bp +X

4|{z}
Bg

+
Cp

4|{z}
Cg

; (4)
where X is shorthand for E½X�, A is the total variance of CO numb
g er in gametes (subscript g for ‘‘gametes’’), Cg is the contribution to

Ag from CO covariation in prophase nuclei, and Bg is the contribution from variation in individual chromosomes’ CO numbers and

from the noise introduced in the random sampling of COs from prophase nuclei into gametes. It is easily shown that Bg and Cg

can be written in a form similar to the terms in Equation (2).

Note the simple relationship between the contribution of CO covariation to total variance in prophase nuclei and gametes: Cg =

Cp/4. This relationship is clearly observed when comparing the cytological data for prophase nuclei in male and female human

with single-gamete sequencing data (Table 1).

From Eqs. (3) and (4), we can compare the contribution of CO covariation to total variance of CO number in prophase and gametes;

i.e., we can compare Cp/Ap with Cg/Ag:

Cp

�
Ap

Cg

�
Ag

=
Cp

�
Ap

Cp

4

.
Bp +X +Cp

4

=
Cp

�
Ap

Cp

��
Bp +Cp +X

�= Cp

�
Ap

Cp

��
Ap +X

�=Ap +X

Ap

= 1+
X

Ap

:

From this, we observe:
d C/A is always reduced in gametes: Cp/Ap > Cg/Ag because 1 + X=Ap > 1.

d The reduction is entirely captured by the size of the term X=Ap, i.e., E½X�=VarðXÞ.
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In the term E½X�=VarðXÞ, E½X� is proportional to the noise contributed to Ag by binomial sampling (which dilutes the effect of pro-

phase CO covariation). VarðXÞ is proportional to the contribution to Ag from CO variance in prophase nuclei (which preserves the

effect of prophase CO covariation). If the former is large relative to the latter, then the reduction in C/A as we move to gametes is

severe.

We can rewrite E½X�=VarðXÞ = 1=ðE½X�c2vðXÞÞ, where c2vðXÞ is the square of the coefficient of variation of X. From this, we can identify

two reasons that the reduction inC/A from prophase nuclei to gametes in human female is not as severe as in humanmale. First, E½X�
is larger in human females—there are more prophase COs, on average, in females than in males. The result of this is that the noise

associated with binomial sampling of COs from nuclei into gametes is proportionately smaller in female than in male, because the

sample size is bigger. Second, cvðXÞ is larger in female than in male—prophase CO number is disproportionately more variable in

female than in male. In fact, among the two contributors to to the male-female difference in reduction of C/Amoving from prophase

to gametes, the contribution of ‘‘more female variance’’ (the ratio of 1=c2vðXÞ in male versus female) is larger than the contribution of

‘‘more COs in females’’ (the ratio of 1=E½X� in male versus female) by a factor of about 2.3.

Population Genetic Modeling
General model

To model the effects of CO covariation across chromosomes requires multiple chromosomes (across which CO covariation can

occur) and multiple loci per chromosome (between which COs can occur). The minimal model therefore involves two chromosomes,

with two loci on each chromosome. The two loci on chromosome 1 are A and B; the two loci on chromosome 2 are C and D. Each

locus segregates for two alleles: A/a, B/b,C/c,D/d. For simplicity, the model organism is taken to be a haploid with only one sex. The

life-cycle is that haploid individuals undergo selection, then unite at random to form transient diploids, which undergo meiosis and

segregate back into haploid gametes which are the offspring. Fitness is assigned to haplotypes (e.g., AbcD) rather than diploid ge-

notypes. The relative fitness of haplotype AbcD in generation t is labeled fAbcDðtÞ. We assume that the population is sufficiently large

that random drift can be ignored.

Given some scheme of how selection acts in each generation and how this changes across generations, we shall be interested in

the growth rates over time of populations employing different ‘‘covariation’’ strategies (i.e., the long-term geometric mean fitness of

each population). In each sexual event in a given population, the probability that the alleles at lociA andB are shuffled in a gamete is r,

and the probability that the alleles at C andD are shuffled in a gamete is also r. Segregation of loci on separate chromosomes follows

Mendel’s second law. r is held constant for every population we shall consider. Populations differ according to the degree of covari-

ance of recombination events between the two locus pairs, as defined by the parameter k. LetR1;1 be the probability that the alleles at

the locus pairs on both chromosomes are shuffled in a gamete,R1;0 that the alleles at chromosome 1’s pair are shuffled, but not chro-

mosome 20s, R0;1 that the alleles at chromosome 20s pair are shuffled, but not chromosome 1’s, and R0;0 that the alleles at neither

locus pair are shuffled. Then

R1;1 = r2 + k; R1;0 = rð1� rÞ � k; R0;1 = rð1� rÞ � k; R0;0 = ð1� rÞ2 + k:
Under this model, k is precisely the covariance of recombination e
vents between the two locus pairs (asmeasured in gametes). Since

the above probabilities must be between zero and one (inclusive), a restriction on k is k%rð1� rÞ. From this restriction, we define the

scaled parameter K = k=½rð1� rÞ�, so that K = 0 corresponds to no covariation and K = 1 corresponds to maximal covariation, with

K˛ð0;1Þ defining intermediate values of positive CO covariation.

In all of the fitness schemes we shall consider, there will be a ‘‘best’’ and/or ‘‘worst’’ set of alleles at any one time. Recombination is

relevant because the best/worst genotypes change over time.

Recursion equations

Label the genotypes in the following order:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

abcd Abcd aBcd abCd abcD ABcd AbCd AbcD aBCd aBcD abCD ABCd ABcD AbCD aBCD ABCD
Let xti be the frequency of genotype i in the current (t-th) generation, and suppose that selection this generation is such that the

expected number of offspring of an individual with the i-th genotype is 2f ti . Then the mean fitness of the population this generation

is Ft =
P16
i = 1

xti f
t
i . The geometric mean fitness from generation 1 to G is then

GMF =

 YG
t = 1

Ft

!1=G

= exp

 
1

G

XG
t = 1

logðFtÞ
!
;

where the second formula is given because it is easier to compu
te for large G.
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Let yti = xti f
t
i =
P16
j = 1

xtj f
t
j , and write

pt
ab = yt1 + yt4 + yt5 + yt11; pt

AB = yt6 + yt12 + yt13 + yt16;
t t t t t
pAb = y2 + y7 + y8 + y14; pt
aB = yt3 + yt9 + yt10 + yt15;
t t t t t
pcd = y1 + y2 + y3 + y6; pt
CD = yt11 + yt14 + yt15 + yt16;
t t t t t
pCd = y4 + y7 + y9 + y12; pt
cD = yt5 + yt8 + yt10 + yt13;
and
Dt
AB j cd = yt6p

t
ab + yt1p

t
AB � yt2p

t
aB � yt3p

t
Ab; Dt

AB jCd = yt12p
t
ab + yt4p

t
AB � yt7p

t
aB � yt9p

t
Ab;
t t t t t t t t t
DAB j cD = y13pab + y5pAB � y8paB � y10pAb; Dt
AB jCD = yt16p

t
ab + yt11p

t
AB � yt14p

t
aB � yt15p

t
Ab;
t t t t t t t t t
DCD j ab = y11pcd + y1pCD � y4pcD � y5pCd; Dt
CD jAb = yt14p

t
cd + yt2p

t
CD � yt7p

t
cD � yt8p

t
Cd;
t t t t t t t t t
DCD j aB = y15pcd + y3pCD � y9pcD � y10pCd; Dt
CD jAB = yt16p

t
cd + yt6p

t
CD � yt12p

t
cD � yt13p

t
Cd;
and Dt = yt yt + yt yt + yt yt + yt yt � yt yt � yt yt � yt yt
ABCD 1 16 6 11 7 10 8 9 2 15 3 14 4 13 � yt5y
t
12:

Then, in the next generation,

xt + 1
1 =

1

2

�
yt1 +pt

abp
t
cd � rDt

AB j cd � rDt
CD j ab +

�
r2 + k

�
Dt

ABCD
�
;

�

xt + 1
2 =

1

2
yt2 +pt
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t
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CD jAb �

�
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�
Dt

ABCD
�
;

�
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3 =

1

2
yt3 +pt

aBp
t
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�
Dt
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�
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�
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2
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Dt
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�
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5 =

1

2
yt5 +pt
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t
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CD j ab �

�
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�
Dt
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�
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�

xt + 1
6 =

1

2
yt6 +pt
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CD jAB +

�
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Dt

ABCD
�
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�

xt + 1
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2
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1�
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2
yt13 +pt

ABp
t
cD � rDt

AB j cD + rDt
CD jAB � �r2 + k

�
Dt

ABCD
�
;

�

xt + 1
14 =

1

2
yt14 +pt

Abp
t
CD + rDt

AB jCD � rDt
CD jAb �

�
r2 + k

�
Dt

ABCD
�
;

�

xt + 1
15 =

1

2
yt15 +pt

aBp
t
CD + rDt

AB jCD � rDt
CD j aB � �r2 + k

�
Dt

ABCD
�
;

�

xt + 1
16 =

1

2
yt16 +pt

ABp
t
CD � rDt

AB jCD � rDt
CD jAB +

�
r2 + k

�
Dt

ABCD
�
:

Given these recursion equations, a set of starting frequencies, and
 the timing and nature of changes in the selective environment, the

dynamics are fully specified.

Nature of selection

Selection acts symmetrically on combinations of alleles at the two locus pairs, so that, for example, at a given time, haplotypes

AB and ab are fittest at the first locus pair and haplotypes Cd and cD are fittest at the second locus pair. This ensures that every

allele’s frequency is always 1/2, i.e., that symmetric polymorphism is maintained at each locus in the long run. Fitness is then given

by a function fði;jÞ, where i = 1 (resp. i = � 1) if a genotype has one of the ‘‘right’’ (resp. ‘‘wrong’’) combinations at the first locus pair,

and the same for j at the second locus pair. The strength of selection is given by the parameter s. We consider three selection

scenarios:

I. Selection acts so that only the very fittest genotypes have a selective advantage:

fði; jÞ= 1+ s if i = j = 1, but fði; jÞ= 1 otherwise.

II. Selection acts more evenly across genotypes (multiplicatively across chromosomes):

fði; jÞ = ð1 + i~sÞð1 + j~sÞ;with ð1+ ~sÞ2 = 1 + s.

III. Selection acts so that only the very least fit genotypes are at a selective disadvantage:

fði; jÞ= 1=ð1+ sÞ if i = j = � 1, but fði; jÞ= 1 otherwise.

In each case, the relative fitness difference between the fittest and least fit genotype is 1+s.

Timing and nature of change in selective environment

Each generation, there is a probability 1/T that the environment changes, constant and independent across generations. Therefore,

the average time between environmental changes is T generations, though there is some variance in these inter-change ‘‘stasis’’

periods. When the environment changes, a new set of favored alleles is chosen. We consider two models for this:

1. When a selective change occurs, with probability (1-p)/2 it is only at the first locus pair (e.g., changing the favored combinations

from AB and ab to Ab and aB), with probability (1-p)/2 it is only at the second locus pair, and with probability p it is at both

locus pairs.

2. When a selective change occurs, a completely new set of favored combinations is chosen, with each (except the current best

combination) equally likely.

Simulation setup

In each simulation run, we fix the selective regime (I, I, or III), the nature of selective changes (1 or 2), and the various parameters

(including K, the degree of CO covariation). We start the population with equal frequencies of each genotype (i.e., frequency 1/16

for each of the 16 genotypes), with genotypes ABCD, ABcd, abCD, and abcd being the fittest. For a ‘‘burn-in’’ period of 105 gener-

ations and a main period of 107 generations, we choose the generations in which selective change occurs, and the nature of each

selective change (favored combination changes on chromosome 1 only, or chromosome 2 only, or both chromosomes). We then

iterate the recursion equations above for the 105 burn-in generations (duringwhich the selective environment will change, on average,

105/T times), not tracking population fitness. The genotype frequencies at the end of the burn-in period are then used as the starting

frequencies for themain phase. Across the 107 subsequent generations, in each generation twe keep track of population fitness Ft. At

the end of the 107 generations, we calculate the geometric mean fitness of the population, as described above.

Caveats, and possible extensions

The model we employed is, by necessity, highly simplified, ignoring a number of biological complexities that could plausibly affect

the degree to which CO covariation is advantageous. For example, (i) while genomes contain many loci under selection, and thus

subject to CO covariation effects, our model contains only four loci. Extending the model to contain many loci would be

valuable. Analytical tractability might be preserved by assuming that selective effects at these loci are weak relative to the force
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of recombination (Barton 1995), which would also allow for the continual introduction of deleterious mutations at the various loci, as

occurs in the genomes of natural populations. (ii) We have also assumed that the time until the next environmental change is

geometrically distributed. It would be interesting to study a wider range of environmental fluctuation regimes. (iii) Our inclusion of

only two chromosomes elevates the importance of COs as a source of genetic shuffling, relative to independent assortment of

homologous chromosomes. With more chromosomes, independent assortment becomes the greater contributor (Veller et al.,

2019)—it would be interesting to study if this has a quantitative effect on the selective advantage of CO covariation.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Details of Statistical Analyses
Co-variation analysis

(Figures 2A, 2B, 2D, 4A, 4B, 4D, 5C, S2B–S2E, and S2G) Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient is used for co-variation analysis.

Coefficient of variation analysis

(Figures 1B, 1E, 1F, 2E, 3A, 3D, 3E, 5A, S1E, and S1G; Table 1) The variation levels of CO numbers or axis lengths were plotted with

the assistant of GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, Inc.) and quantified by the coefficient of variation (CV) which is the quotient of

the standard deviation to the mean. The 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the CV were estimated by bootstrap resampling using

MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc) and the standard error (SE) was estimated from the 95% CI according to SE = DCI/3.92

Standard Errors

Figures 1D, 1G, 2A, right, 2B, 3C, 3F, 4A, right, 4B, 5B, 5C, S1E–S1H, S2B, right, S2C, right, S2E, and S2F.

Standard deviations

Figures 1B, 1E, 1F, 3A, 3D, 3E, and 5A.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Software availability
Best-fit simulations used in this study were done by a program developed based on the beam-film model (a.k.a. ‘‘fill-in-the-holes’’

model). Both the model and the program/simulations have already been described in detail (Zhang et al., 2014b, 2014c; White et al.,

2017; Kleckner et al., 2004). The program written in MATLAB is available at https://app.box.com/s/hv91q2nrtq0cp9n8iy9m.
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. Cytological Visualization of Early Recombination Interactions and Crossovers, and Hyper-variability of COs and Axis Lengths

among Nuclei from the Same Individual, Related to Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4

(A and B) Duringmeiosis, DSB-mediated early recombination intermediates can be seen cytologically on synaptonemal complexes (SCs) during early pachytene,

e.g., RPA foci in humanmale (A) and Hei10 T2 foci in Sordaria (B). (C and D) Among the large number of early recombination interactions, a small subset eventually

mature into COs. Recombination complexes corresponding to COs can be visualized along SCs by immunostaining with CO-specific proteins, illustrated here for

MLH1 foci in human male and Hei10 T3 foci in Sordaria. The rest of the early recombination interactions are matured into noncrossovers (NCOs). The picture of

panel A is from Oliver-Bonet et al., 2007; Pictures of panels B and D are provided by D. Zickler; the picture of panel C is provided by F. Sun. (E-H): Comparable

hyper-variability of COs (E and F) and axis lengths (G andH) is seen among nuclei from each of 10 humanmales examined. Thus the hyper-variability is an intrinsic

property of the meiotic program that is not attributable to individual-to-individual variation. x axis: 1-10 represents each of the 10 individuals, and ‘‘All’’ represents

the total of the 10 individuals. Sample sizes, n = 78, 89, 51, 79, 76, 48, 96, 104, 75, 59 for the 10 individuals, respectively. Error bars = SE.



Figure S2. Normal Distribution of CO per-Nucleus Frequencies and Origin of per-Nucleus Covariation of Recombination Event Numbers in

per-Nucleus Covariation of Bivalent Axis Lengths, Related to Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4

(A) The distributions of the number of COs per nucleus from both the experimental data and the in silico nuclei reconstructed based on the hypothesis of in-

dependence are well fit by normal distribution. The fractions of ‘‘hyper-CO’’ and ‘‘hypo-CO’’ nuclei and the corresponding variability index are calculated by

directly comparing the observed and the predicted distributions of COs per nucleus (or the corresponding best-fit normal distribution curves; text). (B) The

number of COs on each bivalent is positively correlatedwith the total number of COs on the rest of the bivalents in that nucleus. (C) The axis length of each bivalent

is correlated with the total axis length for the rest of the bivalents in that nucleus. Sample sizes, same as for corresponding CO data in Figures 1B–1G. (D and E)

The axis lengths of different individual chromosomes are also correlated at early pachytene as shown for one chromosome pair in (D) and for all pairs in (E). (F)

Comparable levels of axis length variation are seen for individual chromosomes between early andmid pachytene (average for all chromosomes). (G) The number

of COs directly positively correlates with axis length on a per-nucleus basis for COs. Error bars = SE.



Figure S3. The Best-Fit Simulations, Related to Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

(A) The best-fit simulation parameters with axis length variations used in this study (STARMethods). (B) The simulationswith andwithout axis length variations can

fit experimental CO patterns very well for Coefficient of Coincidence (CoC) relationships, which describe the effects of CO interference (left), and for the average

number and distribution of COs per bivalent (right), as illustrated for human male chromosome 1.



Figure S4. CO Covariation Is Favored under a Wide Range of Conditions When Selection Acts So that Only the Very Fittest Have a
Reproductive Advantage (selection scenario I, STAR Methods), Related to Figure 6

(A) The selective advantage of CO covariation, scov, plotted across values of p, the probability that a given environmental change selects for new genetic

combinations at both locus pairs, instead of just one locus pair. CO covariation is favored (scov > 0) under almost all parameter configurations. (B) Fixing p = 0, so

that environmental changes are always associated with a selective change at only one locus pair (disfavoring CO covariation), CO covariation is nonetheless

usually beneficial, and its advantage tends to increase with T, the average period between environmental changes. (C-F) Effects of various parameters on the

(legend continued on next page)



advantage of CO covariation, in the simpler model where, if the environment changes, a random new best combination of alleles is chosen, with each

alternative equally likely. (C) The selective advantage of CO covariation, scov, changes monotonically with the degree of CO covariation, K. (D) scov generally

increases with T, except when the recombination rate between each locus pair is small (r small) and selection is strong (s large). (E) scov changes monotonically

with the strength of selection, s. (F) The dependence of scov on the rate of recombination between each locus pair, r, is non-monotonic.



Figure S5. CO Covariation Is Still Favored under a Wide Range of Conditions When Selection Acts in an Even Fashion across Genotypes

(selection scenario II, STAR Methods), Related to Figure 6

(A) The selective advantage of CO covariation, scov, plotted across values of p, the probability that a given environmental change selects for new genetic

combinations at both locus pairs, instead of just one locus pair. CO covariation is favored (scov > 0) under almost all parameter configurations. (B) Fixing p = 0, so

that environmental changes are always associated with a selective change at only one locus pair (disfavoring CO covariation), CO covariation is nonetheless

usually beneficial, and its advantage tends to increase with T, the average period between environmental changes. (C-F) Effects of various parameters on the

(legend continued on next page)



advantage of CO covariation, in the simpler model where, if the environment changes, a random new best combination of alleles is chosen, with each

alternative equally likely. (C) The selective advantage of CO covariation, scov, changes monotonically with the degree of CO covariation, K. (D) scov generally

increases with T, except when the recombination rate between each locus pair is small (r small) and selection is strong (s large). (E) scov generally changes

monotonically with the strength of selection, s. (F) The dependence of scov on the rate of recombination between each locus pair, r, is again non-monotonic.



Figure S6. CO Covariation Is Favored Less Often when Selection Acts Such that Only the Least Fit Genotype Is at an Appreciable Selective
Disadvantage (selection scenario III, STAR Methods), Related to Figure 6

(A) The selective advantage of CO covariation, scov, plotted across values of p, the probability that a given environmental change selects for new genetic

combinations at both locus pairs, instead of just one locus pair. CO covariation is favored (scov> 0) when the average period between environmental changes, T, is

small, but not when T is large. The magnitude of the selective advantage/disadvantage of covariation under scenario III is typically much smaller than under

selection scenarios I and II. (B) Fixing p = 0, so that environmental changes are always associated with a selective change at only one locus pair (disfavoring CO

(legend continued on next page)



covariation), CO covariation’s selective effect is non-monotonic in T, but tends to decline with T at larger values. (C-F) Effects of various parameters on the

advantage of CO covariation, in the simpler model where, if the environment changes, a random new best combination of alleles is chosen, with each alternative

equally likely. (C) The selective advantage of CO covariation, scov, changes monotonically with the degree of CO covariation, K. (D) scov shows non-monotonic

dependence on T, though tends to decline as T increases at higher values. (E) scov generally changes monotonically with the strength of selection, s, for positive

and negative values of scov. (F) The dependence of scov on the rate of recombination between each locus pair, r, is again non-monotonic.
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